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celebrating 10 years of ghostiness
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                       18 million                        hammerhead birthday
                          GA65                                      GA246

         beaver birthday                       portrait party
                GA197                                       GA166

             ukelele ooh                           tin can telephone
                GA103                                      GA75

plantastic birthday
GA228

grown ass women
GA129

                         cat lady                           conjoined birthday
                         GA277                                    GA14

 is a Southern California card company specializing in linoleum block printed greeting cards. We’re a husband 
and wife team in love with pop culture, cuteness, folk tales, our cats, and each other. Back in school, we were the 
types of kids who sat in the back of class and drew funny pictures to pass to our friends to make them laugh. We 
want our cards to capture that same feeling and to celebrate all that is weird and wonderful in this world of ours.

She (Megan) draws the images, carves the blocks, and runs the business end. He (Matthew) prints and packages 
all of the cards, along with our wonderful assistant printer Maria.

Our cards are printed by hand (press-free) in our home studio- usually while playing records, drinking endless 
cups of coffee, and cracking each other up. Our cards are made with lots of love and we hope they bring you a 
little bit of joy. 

All ghost academy cards are A2 (4.25x5.5) and come with a coordinating envelope in a clear sleeve. Our paper 
is sustainably manufactured, and all colored cardstock and envelopes are made from recycled paper.

We print our wares by hand in Long Beach, California. Because we print press-free, our prints have lots of varia-
tion and a nice thick ink texture on the paper. Each card is truly unique. We hand print to order, with an average 
lead time of 5 to 10 business days.

INDIVIDUAL CARDS...........................................................$2.50 EACH / ORDER IN MULTIPLES OF 6 
PINS AND MAGNETS.........................................................$1.75 EACH / ORDER IN MULTIPLES OF 3
LARGE SCALE PRINTS.........................................................$12.50 EACH/ORDER IN MULTIPLES OF 1

Minimum opening order $150 / reorder $100. Pricing and availability subject to change. Items ordered outside 
of their standard multiples will result in a small handling charge for additional  labor in order processing.

 
we require prepayment via credit card for opening orders and offer Net 30 terms to established accounts in good 
standing. Failure to pay in a timely fashion will result in retraction of Net 30 terms.

 
we typically ship all of our packages via USPS Priority, with the occasional larger cross-country shipment being 
sent via UPS instead. Our shipping cost will be added to your final invoice. 

 
web: ghostacademy.com
email: hello@ghostacademy.com
phone: 562.606.6845
payment address: 3595 Lewis Ave. Long Beach, CA 90807

Please note that our quickest point of contact is generally through email rather than the phone. Most of our days 
are spent printing, and the phone gets neglected when we have inky fingers.

 
we thank our stockists from THE BOTTOM OF OUR HEARTS. We love our brick and mortar stores and appreciate 
each and every one of you. 2018 marks our 10th year of business, and we are so very thankful to be able to do 
what we do.
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                     whale dude                               flying turtle
                         GA85                                      GA193

           snake birthday                     happy purrthday
                GA271                                        GA283

        birthday burrito                           monster birthday
              GA142                                         GA134

birthday raccoons
GA144

R.I.P.
GA216

                    sock puppets             dolphin bro birthday
                        GA110                                       GA275

                        genie                                      monkey girl
                       GA199                                         GA06

             cake eaters                        happy turtles
                GA38                                         GA10

           infinite doxies                                   or else
                 GA127                                       GA37

kickass birthday
GA84

jumping out of a cake
GA172

                  birthday queen                   birthday king
                       GA236                                      GA237
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                   be your boo                    shouting from the rooftops
                      GA284                                        GA139

           ride or die                       2 bad bitches
              GA232                                        GA230

            you get me                                kinda creepy
               GA79                                        GA243

bad bitches run this
GA231

together forever
GA285

                more than the cat                more than the dog
                      GA244                                       GA245

                   sexy anglerfish                                makeout
                        GA247                                         GA76

         sack of puppies                              pure magic
               GA101                                         GA168

              work it                                          zombie
              GA133                                          GA29

pegacorn
GA143

team tiger
GA278

                          the shit                              ladies is pimps too
                          GA122                                    GA124
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                   oh my darling                             forever ever
                       GA210                                      GA158

            heartbeat                    kittens exploding
               GA54                                          GA47

              little red                                         DNA
               GA157                                        GA242

freaking awesome
GA46

on a roll
GA286

                    sail our ship                   sticking with you
                       GA209                                       GA169

                   gimme hugs                                  the world
                     GA208                                       GA152

           super hero                   king of everything
              GA173                                       GA167

   someone for everyone                         effing rock
              GA59                                         GA66

black sheep
GA86

succulent mofo
GA226

                   grow together                       never leaf me alone
                       GA227                                     GA229
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           cute ass greeting cards                        born 2 chill
                       G249                                        GA248

           r u kitten me                                     hmpf 
              GA214                                         GA211

    witches before bitches                   menace 2 society                       
             GA259                                        GA212

                 i’m magic, bitch                   llama said
                      GA273                                      GA164

too many plants
GA288

                                     smash the patriarchy                     
                                               GA272                                                    thank you hedgehog                  tuffy (puppy thanks)

                       GA82                                        GA68

                framed dog thanks                                quite                      
                        GA135                                        GA34

                  narwhal power                               no scrubs
                         GA61                                       GA289

                ‘sup bro?                                 king bear
                 GA274                                      GA09

                bees knees                              million cheetahs
                    GA67                                        GA153

                  pigeon thanks                                 polite AF
                       GA175                                       GA276 

our weird family
GA251
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      unsharkin believable                        no more pencils
               GA253                                        GA252

                    excited bears                            squirrel friends
                        GA163                                       GA58

                   party bears                              all you do is win
                       GA207                                      GA192

fuck yeah zebra
GA250

                                    growing family    
                                        GA225  

                                   baby elephant
                                          GA83

          giraffe baby                         welcome 2 the jungle
              GA104                                       GA219

              look what you made                          diaper town 
                       GA174                                         GA201

                      rings in love                                       holy moly matrimony                                        let us eat cake
                          GA191                                                     GA218                                                       GA111  

framed monkeys
GA136

sloth grad
GA108
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warrior
GA202

               sad/rad                                    here for you
                GA217                                         GA69

                  bad rubbish                         cheerleader bears 
                      GA154                                    GA170

                        pyro yeti                                    crabby
                          GA187                                    GA177

                      angel kitty                                  angel pup
                        GA189                                      GA190

all ears
GA198

                  CA state flag                                         chicago greetings
                      GA266                                                     GA264

                  sending strength                             not alone
                       GA239                                       GA60

     shark w/an eyepatch                             kill you    
              GA162                                        GA106

                                     the fucking worst  
                                            GA287

               CA cactus greetings                                          seattle  love                                          portland greetings
                        GA268                                                       GA267                                                    GA270  
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                    mutha ducka                          family tree mom
                       GA258                                GA130-MOM

team tiger mom
GA279

sibling rivalry
GA194

        black sheep mom                       st. mommy’s day
           GA86-MOM                             GA104-MOM

        love you a bunch                           jelly babies
          GA132-MOM                                 GA109

                      mama bird                               llama mama
                        GA223                                     GA224

grizzly dad
GA196

                  team tiger dad                            pop of the world
                        GA280                                         GA221  

          badass puppies                          gold medal dad
                GA90                                         GA195

    sibling rivalry dad
GA257

          black sheep dad                        your little monkey
              GA86-DAD                                    GA89

                 pop you’re tops                              killer dad
                      GA222                                       GA131
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(a.k.a. the candy holidays)

dumbest holiday ever
GA183

obey the candy
GA240

           hoppy easter                                vday blows
               GA255                                        GA186

         easter wreath                             chicken parade                  
              GA256                                        GA254

                  lame                                   oh my darling
                 GA55                                       GA210

     reluctant kitty valentine                         heart thief
              GA241                                         GA160

 (& general spookiness)

                 be your boo                                 be spooky
                   GA284                                         GA50

      dia de los muertos                                 batty
              GA181                                        GA178

zombie
GA29

costumed raccoons
GA180

together forever
GA285

witches before bitches
GA259
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elf yeah
GA205

          deck the puppy                       tree trimming bears
                GA146                                     GA233

party like jesus
GA281

mistletoe
GA73

party bears
GA207

             gingerbread                               noel
                GA203                                       GA263

            cup of cheer                            christmas burrito
                GA204                                      GA145

             snowflake                            sled cat
               GA260                                       GA235

santa’s hos
GA262

         season’s eatings                   finally freaking christmas
                GA182                                       GA234

             balls deep                             meowy christmas
                GA261                                     GA282
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FUN LITTLE PINS (OR ARE THEY FUN LITTLE MAGNETS?)

hand printed on wooden nickels. we offer these both with a pin backing and a magnet backing; please specify P or M to let us 
know which kind you want

1.5 inch round  minimum 3 per style
$1.75 each

also available in a discounted assortment (including a variety of best sellers of our choosing for you) 
$75 for 50 pieces (order as ASSORTMENT ALL or ASSORTMENT FAMILY (for no swearing), and make sure to let us know if you 

would like pins, magnets, or a combo.

ALSO AVAILABLE AS CUSTOM DESIGNS. MINIMUM 200 PIECES - PLEASE INQUIRE FOR MORE INFORMATION. 

         team cat P                       team dog P                       birthday P                            taco P                            pizza P 
         team cat M                     team dog M                      birthday M                           taco M                          pizza M 

smash the patriarchy P                destroy P                         bad bitch P                          roar P                              boss P                        
smash the patriarchyM               destroy M                        bad bitch M                         roar M                            boss M             

        bear books P                    cat books P                         hedgie P                            chill P                           friends P                      
       bear books M                   cat books M                        hedgie M                           chill M                         friends M         

                                               llama said P                      jawsome P                        succulent P    
                                              llama said M                     jawsome M                       succulent M    

                
ART PRINTS

9x12 prints of some of our most beloved designs, lovingly hand printed with extra care on acid-free paper. 
These come signed and sealed in a clear sleeve with a chipboard backing.

minimum 2 per style
$12.50 each

warrior
LP01                              

succulent mofo
LP02                               

smash the patriarchy
LP03                            

witches before 
bitches
LP04                          

bad bitches run this 
shit

LP05                                 




